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This paper presents a systematic study of the phenomenon of synchroniza- 
tion in E0L systems. By abstracting various essential features of derivations 
in those systems the notions of a coordinated E0L system and a desynchronized 
E0L system are formulated and properties of the classes of languages they 
generate studied. 
INTRODUCTION 
Synchronized E0L systems form one of the most useful "normal forms" 
for the class of E0L languages (see, e.g., Rozenberg and Salomaa (1980)). 
They facilitate both, constructing E0L systems to generate various E0L languages 
({anbncntn ~ 1} is a classical example of such a construction) and proving 
results about the class of E0L languages. It was observed in NIaurer et al. 
(1977) that synchronized E0L systems do not constitute a normal form for 
E0L language families. In this way synchronized E0L systems are an inter- 
esting example of different properties of the class of E0L systems used to 
generate the family of E0L languages and the class of E0L systems (forms) 
used to generate the class of E0L families of languages. This observation stimu- 
lated quite an extensive research on synchronized E0L forms (Maurer et al., 
1978c, 1979). 
One of the active research areas in formal language theory is the relationship 
between sequential and parallel rewriting systems. One of the early results 
concerning E0L systems was that if an E0L system is such that b ~ b is a 
production in it for every terminal symbol b then the language generated is 
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context free (and moreover every context free language can be generated in this 
way). E0L systems with this property were also considered in the theory of E0L 
forms (Maurer et al., 1978a, b) and led there to the so-called context free like 
E0L systems (i.e., E0L systems uch that the only productions for a terminal 
symbol b are of the type b -+ c, where c is a terminal symbol). Such systems form 
a natural starting point tO study the mechanism of "desynchronization" (the 
dual of the synchronization phenomenon) in E0L systems. 
This paper starts a systematic study of the synchronization and related to it 
phenomena in E0L systems. Since by now so much research is related to those 
phenomena, such a systematic Study is clearly needed; it is even directly called 
upon in Maurer'et al. (1978b), where it became obvious that otherwise further 
progress in, e.g., the theory of context free like E0L forms is difficult to make. 
The paper is organized as follows. 
In Section I I  we carefully analyze synchronized E0L systems and by abstracting 
various features of them we define several mechanisms for defining languages 
using E0L systems. Those various mechanisms form the framework for our 
study of synchronization and desynchronization in E0L systems, in particular 
we arrive at two notions: desynchronized E0L systems and coordinated E0L  
systems which are then studied in Sections I I I  and IV, respectivelY. In the last 
section we establish the interrelationship diagram between various classes of 
languages considered in this paper. 
I. NOTATION AND'PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we recall some basic notions concerning E0L systems and 
establish the notation used in this paper. 
(i) For a set X, ~X denotes the Cardinality of X. 
(ii) A denotes the empty word; given a word x, ~ denotes the mirror image 
of x, t x ] denotes its length, alph x denotes the set of letters occurring in x and, 
for an alphabet A, ~x  denotes the number of occurrences of letters from A in x. 
(iii) For a language K, LS(K) = {[ x I ] x ~ K} and alph K = [.)~K alph x. 
Two languages K~, K 2 are said to be equal if K 1 k3 {A} = K2 t9 {A}. We assume 
that each class of languages we consider contains the empty language. 
(iv) A 0L system is a triple G = (Z, h, oJ), where Z is an alphabet, h is a 
finite substitution on Z (into the set of subsets of Z*), and ~o, referred to as the 
axiom, is an element of Z*. The language of G, denoted L(G), is defined by 
L(G) : U~>0 h~(oJ); we also say that G generates L(G). 
I f  for no c~ ~ Z, A E h(c 0 then we say that G is a propagating 0L system abbre- 
viated as P0L system. 
I f  in the above we allow a finite set of axioms rather than one only, we get an 
F0L system. 
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(v) An E0L system is a 4-tuple G = (27, h, o), A), where U(G) = (~, h, oJ) 
is a 0L system and A _C 27 (A is called the terminal alphabet of G). The language 
of G, denoted L(G), is defined by L(G) = L(U(G)) c3 A*. We refer to elements 
of 27/A as nonterminals. 
G is called propagating if U(G) is propagating. 
In this paper we always assume an E0L system to be a 4-tuple G =- (27, h, 
S, A) with S c 27tA. It is well known that this assumption does not change the 
class of languages generated. 
Let c~ e 27. The fact that x e h(c~) is often denoted by ~--+ x and ~--+ x is 
called a production of G. Let x e 27*. I fy  e h(x) we often write x ~a Y or x ~ y 
if G is understood. We also use x ~+y (x 3"  y respectively) if there exists an 
n > 0 (n ~> 0) such that y e h~(x). 
We use h+(x) and h*(x) to denote the following sets: 
h+(x) = {y l x ~ y} and h*(x) = {Y [ x *~ Y}. 
G G 
An infinite x-sequence in G is an infinite sequence x0, xz, x2 .... , such that 
x0 ----- x and xi+l e h(xi) for all i />  0. 
Finally max r(G) ---- max{[ y [ I Y e h(~), ~ e Z} 
(vi) Let G = (27, h, S, A) be an E0L system. A derivation in G is a sequence 
of words (S = x0, xl ..... xn), n ~ 1, such that Xo ~ x l ,  xl ~ x2 ,..., xn_l ~ xn 
together with a precise description of how all the occurrences in xe are rewritten 
to obtain x~+l, 0 ~ i ~ n - -  1. Such a description can be formalized (see, 
e.g., Rozenberg and Salomaa (1980)). We depict a derivation D by D: S = 
x0 ~c  xl ~c  "'" ~c  xn and we also say that D is a derivation of x~ in G; D is 
called successful if x,~ e A*. The sequence of words (x0, xl ..... xn) is called the 
trace of D, denoted as trace D and the sequence of words (x 1 ,..., xn-1) is called 
the intermediate trace of D, denoted as itrace D. 
Each occurrence of a letter in every word from {x 0 .... , xn-1} has a unique 
contribution to x~ through D; if A is an occurrence of a letter in x~, 0 ~< i ~< 
n - -  1, then we use ctrD,~A to denote this contribution. 
(vii) An E0L system G = (27, h, S, A) is called synchronized if for every 
c~ ~ A, c~ ~+ x implies x ¢ A*. We write an sEOL system for a synchronized E0L 
system. 
(viii) Let G=(27,  h ,S ,A)  be an E0L system such that for all c~27, 
S ~ alph h(c~). Let n be a positive integer. Then the n speed-up of G, denoted 
by speed, G, is defined by speednG = (Z, ~, S, A), Where//(S) = {JT=~ h~(S) and 
fo r  ~ ~ z l ( s ) ,  ~(~) = h.(~). 
(ix) An ETOL system is a 4-tuple G = (2, H, co, A), where H is a nonempty 
set of finite substitutions (called tables) and for every h e H, (27, h, oJ, A) is an 
E0L system. 
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All the notation and terminology of E0L systems, appropriately modified if 
necessary, is carried over to ETOL systems. 
(x) If  X denotes a class of systems (e.g., 0L, EOL) and x denotes a language 
defining mechanism that associates with a system G the language L~(G) then we 
use the following notations: ~a~(X) = {L~(G)[ G is an X system} and ~7'~(X) = 
{LS(L~(G)) I G is an X system}. 
Further for ~c~x(X ) defined as above we consider the following operators: 
and 
E(,LPx(X)) = {K ~ A* [ K e ,LP~(X) and A an alphabet}, 
C(5~(X)) {g(K) I K E L~°~(X) and g a coding}. 
Finally oP(REG) denotes the family of regular languages and ~¢(CF) denotes 
the family of context free languages. 
For unexplained notions and notation we refer to Rozenberg and Salomaa 
(1980). 
II. THE FRAMEWORK 
In this section we will analyze carefully the structure of derivations in sEOL 
systems. We will abstract various features of those derivations which will lead 
us to new language defining mechanisms for E0L systems. 
To start with, we notice that in an sEOL system every derivation of a terminal 
word is such that each intermediate word in its trace consists of nonterminal 
letters only. This observation gives rise to the following method of defining the 
language of an E0L system. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (27, h, S, A) be an E0L system. The initial non- 
terminal language of G, denoted by Linnt(G), is defined by 
Linnt(G) = {x ~ A*  [ there exists a derivation D of x in G such that 
y ~ (Z\A) + for every y z itrace D}. 
Clearly, in general we may have that L(G) ~ Linnt(G) for an EOL system G. 
However, as far as the class of languages obtained under the initial nonterminal 
mechanism from EOL systems is concerned we have the following result. 
THEOREM II.1. ~Cf(EOL) = ~innt(EOL). 
Proof. (i) Let G = (27, h, S, A) be an E0L system. Let G 1 = (271, hi, S, A) 
be the E0L system constructed as follows. 
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(1) Let z] = {& [ ~E A}, where ,~ (3 Z = ~ and let 221 = Z u z~. 
(2) With every x ~ 27* we associate a string ~ in Z* as follows. If x = A, then 
= A. If x = % "" ~ with % ,...; a,; e Z then ~ =/~ "" fi,~, where fi,s = &~ if 
~ is in A and/~/= ~ if a~ iS not in A. Then for ~ e Z\A, h,(a) = h(~) u {~1 x e 
h(~)} and for ~ e A, hl(a ) = h(a), Hi(a) = h(~) ~3 {~ lx e h(~)}. 
Obviously L(G) = L~n~,(G~). Consequently ~(EOL) C_ ~m~t(EOL). 
(ii) Let G= (Z, h, S, A) be an E0L system. Let G I=(Z I ,h , ,S ,A)  
be the E0L system where Z 1 ~ Z ~3 {N}, N 6 Z and h 1 is defined as follows. 
For  o~ E 2\L], hl(g ) = h(od) and for ~ ~ d V {N}, h,(a) = {N}. 
Obviously Linn,(G) = L(G~). Consequently ~fmnt(EOL) C ~<4'(EOL). | 
A somewhat more general observation concerning the structure of derivations 
in sEOL systems is that each derivation of a terminal word in such a System is 
such that no intermediate word in its trace is a terminal word. This observation 
leads us to the following definition of the language of an E0L system. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (Z, h, S, A) be an E0L system. The coordinated 
language of G, denoted by Le(G), is defined by 
Le(G) = {x e A* ] there exists a derivation D of x in G such that 
y ~ A* for every y ~ itrace D}, 
An instructive point of view at E0L systems under the coordination mechanism 
is to consider them as models of parallel processing of information in which as 
tong as one of the units is not yet ready (is a nonterminal) all other units can 
(re-) conlpute further on. Hence the name "coordinated.!' 
Given an E0L system G it may be that Le(G) = L(G) or Lo(G) ~ L(G). But 
as far as the class of all E0L systems is concerned the coordinated mechanism 
is stronger than the usual one as demonstrated by the following result. 
THEOREM II.2. 
(i) ~q~c(EOL)\~C(ETOL) ~ 6. 
(ii) ~<¢(EOL C ~e(EOL). 
Proof. (i) Let G ~ ({S, (2, a, b, c}, h; S, {a, b, c}) with h(S) = {cSa, Ca}, 
h(C) = {A}, h(a) = {ab}, h(b)' = {b) and h(c) = {c, C} ~. 
It is easy to see that Le(G)={dabi+lab i÷z'''ab i+n[n• 1, O~i<n,  
0 ~ j  % n -  i}. Le(G)~ ~(ETOL)  follows immediately from the following 
result (see Rozenberg and Salomaa (1980)): 
Let K be an ETOL language over an alphabet A. Then for every A z C A, A 1 @ 
there exists a positive integer k such that for every x in K either #ax ~-~ 1, or x 
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contains a subw0rd w such that [w l~ k and #~x ~ 2, or there exists an 
infinite subset M of K such that, for every y in M, #~xy = #ax.  
(ii) Let G ~ (27, h, S, A) be an arbitrary E0L system. Define G = 
(Z, h, S,/1) as follows. 
(ii.1) Z ~ 2J tA{R, ~q}, where {R, S} ~ 27 ~- ~. 
(ii.2) For ~ e 27, h(~) = h(~),//(S) -- {RS} and/~(R) = {R, A}. 
Obviously L( G) = Lo( G). This proves the inelusim* ~,~'(EOL)C oL, ee(EOL). 
That the inclusion is strict follows immediately from (i). | 
Next we consider the language defining mechanism that is dual to both the 
coordination and the initial nonterminal mechanism. 
DEFINITION. Let G =(27, h, S,/1) be an E0L system! The initial terminal 
language of G, denoted by Lint(G), is defined by Lint(G) = {x ~/1" I there 
exists a derivation of x in G such that y ~ A + for every y E itrace D}. 
Given a 0L system G we have L(G) ~ Lint(G), for an E0L system it may 
happen that L(G) ~ Lint(G). The situation for the whole class of E0L systems 
is given by the following result. 
THEOREM 11.3. ~(FOL)  ~ ~mt(EOL) ~ ~(EOL). 
Proof. (1) ~(FOL) _C ~ccint(EOL ) follows directly from the definition of the 
initial terminal anguage of an E0L system. To prove that ~Lfm,(EOL) _C ~(EOL) 
we proceed as follows. Let G ----- (2, h, S, A) be an arbitrary E0L system and let 
G 1 = (271, hi, S, A) be defined as follows. 271 =/1  u {s, N}, whereN $ A t3 {8}. 
Let hl(N ) = {N} and for a ~ {S} t.j A let Z~ = h(c¢) n A*. Then hl(c~ ) = Z~ if 
Z~ ~ ¢ otherwise hl(~) = {N}. Obviously Lint(G) = L(G1) and so Lfint(EOL) __ 
~¢(EOL). 
(2) Strict inclusions :follow directly from the facts that K 1 = {a ~ [ n ~ 1} L2 
{nab} U {a~b 2} ~ £¢int(EOL)\~(FOL) and K 2 = {a~b ~ [ n ~ 1} ~ ~qa(EOL)\ 
c-qoint(EOL ) both of which can easily be verified. | 
COROLLARY 11.1. E(£¢int(EOL)):~a(EOL). | 
Up till now we have abstracted several features of traces of derivations in 
sEOL systems, hence features of "front parts" of those derivations. On the other 
hand, the definition of a synchronized E0L system directly specifies possible 
continuations of a successful derivation. It is required that a successful derivation 
can never be continued (prolonged) in such a way as to yield another successful 
derivation. Abstracting this feature of  sEOL systems we arrive at the following 
language defining mechanism. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (Z, h, S, A) be an E0L system. The universal 
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continuation onterminal language of G, denoted by Lvcon,, is defined by 
Lveont(G ) = {x eL(G) I x =>+ w implies w ~ A*}. Analogously the existential 
continuation onterminal language of G, denoted by L3eon,(G ), is defined by 
L~cont(G) = {x eL(G) I there exists an infinite x-sequence Xo, x 1 ,..., 
such that xi (~A* for each i />  1}. 
The classes of languages obtained in this way are described by the following 
result. 
THEOREM I1.4. ~veom(EOL) = £~a3eont(EOL) = 5¢(EOL). 
Proof. ~(EOL)  C ~aveont(EOL ) and £,¢(EOL) __C £e3eont(EOL) follow from the 
definitions and the fact that every E0L language can be generated by a syn- 
chronized E0L system. 
We prove the converse inclusions now. Let G = (Z, h, S, A) be an arbitrary 
E0L system. Let 
Z~ = {z~_c A t zi v~ ¢ and if z~ = {a 1 .... , an} then h+(al ''' an) n A* = (~} 
and let 
Z~ = {Zi _C A I Zi =# ~ and if zl = {al ,... , an} then there exists an infinite 
al "'" as-sequence x 0 , x 1 ,..., such that alph xi n (Z\A) 5a ¢ for all i >~ 1}. 
Let R 1 = Uxez 1 X* and Rz = Uxez 2 X*. 
Obviously Lvc&t(G ) = L(G) n R 1 and L~cont(G) = L(G) n R 2. Since both R1 
and R 2 are regular languages and since 5a(EOL) is closed under intersections 
with regular languages, both Lveont(G) and L3cont(G) are E0L languages. 
Hence £eveont(EOL ) C ~(EOL) and ~c¢~eont(EOL) _C 5¢(EOL). I 
Again, as before, we consider now language defining mechanisms dual to 
Vcont and qcont mechanisms. As pointed out above, Vcont and ~cont mechanisms 
are directly embedded in the definition of an sEOL system. Hence the mechan- 
isms we will consider now form a good starting point for the study of "desyn- 
chronization" in E0L systems. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (~', h, S, A) be an E0L system. The universal con- 
tinuation terminal anguage of G, denoted by Lvoo,(G ), is defined by Lveot(G) = 
{x ~L(G) l x ~ + y implies y ~ A*} and analogously the existential continuation 
terminal language of G, denoted by Laeot(G), is defined by 
L~eot(G) = {x eL(G)I there exists an infinite x-sequence Xo, x~ .... , such that 
xi e A* for each i />  1}. 
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THEOREM 11.5. fOveot(EOL) ----- ~O~cot(EOL ) c .~q~(EOL). 
Proof. (1) We first prove that both classes of languages are included in 
~(EOL). Consider an E0L system G = (X, h, S, 2). Let G 1 ~ (Z1, hx, S, Ax) 
and G~ = (Z2, ha, S, A2) be E0L systems defined as follows. 
(i) LetA 1 ={a~Alh+(  a) C-A*}and 
A 2 ~ {a ~ A I there exists an infinite a-sequence Xo, xl .... , such that 
x i~A*  for each i /~  1}. 
Let, for i ~ {1, 2}, & = (Z\A) u z] u Ai ,  where z] ~ {& l c~ ~ A} and Z (3 z~ = 4- 
(ii) For x ~ Z*, .g is defined as in the proof of Theorem IL l .  Let i ~ {1, 2}. 
Then, for ~Z\A ,  h i (~)={x lxsh(c~)nA*}tA{x lx~h(a)} .  For aEA,  
hi(a ) = {x [ x ~ h(c~) ("1 A/~} k_) {x [ x E h(a)} and for a c A i ,  hi(a) = {x I x ~ h(c~) n 
A*}. Obviously Lvcot(G) = L(G1) and Laeot(G) = L(Ga). Consequently 
L~°vcot(EOL) C &°(EOL) and ~W~eot(EOL) _C ~q~(EOL). 
(2) Let G = (Z, h, S, A) be an E0L system such that if a ~ A and x ~ h(a) 
then x ~ 2 . . - .  ($). Obviously Lveot(G ) =-L~eot(G)= L(G). Since the systems 
G 1 and G 2 constructed under (1) also satisfy ($), we really have shown 
under (1) that ~,q°veot(EOL ) C ~L~°3eot(EOL) and ~cot(EOL) C &°veot(EOL ). 
Thus ~c~°vcot(EOL ) -= ~°~eot(EOL). 
(3) To prove the strict inclusion we argue that 
K = {a e~ I n ) 1} u {a 3} e ~,q~(EOL)\~vcot(EOL ). 
Obviously K e ~°(EOL). 
The fact that Kq~-~veot(EOL) is proved by contradiction as follows. Assume 
that K e ~°vcot(EOL ). Then by (1) we can find an E0L system G -~ (Z, S, h, A) 
satisfying ($) such that L(G) = K. 
Let x ~ h(a). Clearly x ~- a e for some k >/0. Two cases arise. 
(3.1) a ~ h(a) for some k > 0. Since a a e K and a ~ ~ h(aa), k = 1. Then 
however, K ~ ~c~(CF), a contradiction. 
(3.2) h(a) = {A}. Without loss of generality we may assume that G is reduced 
(i.e., alph h*(S) = Z and every symbol of Z can derive a terminal word) and that 
S ~ h(c~) if c¢ e Z. Then A e h+(a) for each c~ e Z. Obviously we can speed up G 
to get an equivalent E0L system G = (Z, S, 1{, A) with A e/~(a) for each c~ ~ 27. 
Obviously such a system cannot generate K. | 
I I I .  DESYNCHRONIZED E0L SYSTEMS 
As pointed out in the previous section a way to study desynchronization i  
E0L systems ("desynchronization" being the dual, or negation, of "synchroniza- 
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tion") is to study the class ~Lfvcot(EOL ) = ~eot(EOL). A natural first step in Such 
a study is to look for a subclass X of the class of E0L systems uch that ~Lf(X) 
~vco~(EOL) = d~seot(EOL). In this way one gets a normal form result for  
~Cfvcot(EOL)---- ~cot(EOL) and converts the problem of studying this class of 
languages to the study of aspecial kind of E0L systems (those from X) under the 
"normal" language defining mechanism. Such systems are defined now. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (27, h, S, A) be an E0L system.'G is called a desyn- 
chronized E0L system, abbreviated sEOL system, if for every ~ ~ A, x ~ h(c~) 
implies x a A*. 
Indeed, desynchronized E0L systems form a grammatical characterization 
of the class ~veot(EOL)= ~~eot(EOL) as expressed by the following result. 
TH~O~M IliA. A language K is in ~-¢veot(EOL)= ~eot(EOL) if and only if 
there exists a desynchronized E0L system G such that K ~ L(G). 
Proof. Follows directly from points (1) and (2) of the proof of Theorem 11.5. 
t 
The following two subclasses of the class of desynchronized E0L Systems 
will be investigated in this paper. 
DEFINITION. Let G--~ (27, h, S, A) be an E0L system. If for all a ~ A, 
x ~ h(a) implies x ~ A then G is called a context free like E0L system, abbreviated 
as a cfEOL system, i f  for all a ~ A, x ~ h(a) implies x ~ A÷ then G is called a long 
context free like E0L system, abbreviated as lcfEOL system. 
Observe that CfEOL systems and lcfEOL systems are indeed dsEOL systems. 
Context free like E0L systems were considered already in Maurer et al. (1978a, b), 
and lcfEOL systems form a very natural generalization of them. It was shown 
already in Lindenmayer (1971) and Rozenberg and Doucet (1971) that: 
THEOREM 111.2. A language K is context fre e if and only "if K -~ L(G) for 
an E0L system G = (Z, h, S, A) with ~ E h(~) for each ~ E A. | 
Then in Maurer et al. (!978b) it was demonstrated that: 
THEOREM 111.3. c~(CF) C ~(cfEOL) C oW(EOL). | 
THrOm~M 111.4. £¢f(cfEOL) = ~S~(CF). | 
We are going to investigate now the role determinism plays in cfEOL and 
lcfEOL systems. First we need the following definitions. 
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DEFINITION. Let G = (Z, h, S, A) be an E0L system. 
G is called deterministic f, for every ~ Z, #h(a) = 1. 
G is called nonterminal deterministic f, for every A ~ ZIA, #h(A) = 1. 
G is called terminal deterministic f, for every a ~ A, #h(a) = 1. 
We use D, D~, and Dt to indicate the deterministic, nonterminal deterministic 
and terminal deterministic restrictions, respectively. 
THEOREM 111.5. (i) 5¢(cfEDOL) contains only finite PDOL languages; 
£°(lcfEDOL) = L,~(PDOL). 
(ii) ~9°(cfEDm0L) contains only finite PFOL languages; 
5q(lcfEDnt0L) = og°(PFOL). 
(iii) ~(cfEDt0L)  = ~c'°(cfEOL); 
5¢(lcfEDt0L) = ~q~(lcfEOL). 
Proof. (i) Let G = (Z, h, S, A) be an lcfEDOL system. If  L(G) = $ then 
L(G) ~ ~ga(PDOL). Otherwise let k 0 be the smallest k >/1 such that h~(S) eL(G). 
Let H = (A, .~, S) be the PDOL system where S = h~o(S) and /~ equals h 
restricted to A. ClearlyL(G) = L(H) and moreover if G is a cfEDOL system then 
L(H) is finite. Since the inclusion ~(PDOL)C  ~°(lcfEDOL) is obvious, (i) 
holds. 
(ii) Let G = (2", h, S, A) be an lcfEDnt0L system. I f  L(G)= q~ then 
L(G) ~ ~(PFOL).  Otherwise let k 0 be the smallest k >/ 1 such that h~(S) C_ A* 
and let A = hl:o(S). Let H = (A, h, A) be the PFOL system where/~ equals h 
restricted to A. Clearly L(G) = L(H) and moreover if G is a cfEDn~0L system 
then L(H) is finite. Let H = (27, h, D) be an arbitrary PFOL system. Define 
G = (X u {S1, $2, a}, hi ,  S1, X u {a}), where Z n {$1, S2,.a} = ~ and 
hi(&) = {&a}, hi(&) = {A}, hi(a) = t2 and hl(~) = h(~) for c~ e Z. Obviously 
L(H) =L(G) .  This proves that 5¢(PFOL)_C 5~(IcfEDnt0L) and consequently 
(ii) holds. 
(iii) Let G = (Z, h, S, A) be an lcfEOL system. Let G~ = (Zx , h~ , S, A) 
be the terminal deterministic l fEOL system where 
(iii.1) z~={&l  ~A},  Znz]=q5 andZ 1 ~-~-ZUzJ; 
(iii.2) for every x E Z* define ~ as in the proof of Theorem I I .1.  
For a ~ ZIA , hx(~) = h(~) u {2 Ix E h(~)}. For every ~ in A let x~ be an arbi- 
trary but fixed element of h(~). I f  o~cA, hl(~ ) ={x~} and hi(& ) = h(~)w 
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{~ [ x E h(c~)}. ClearlyL(G1) = L(G) and moreover G 1 is a cfEOL system if G is a 
cfEOL system. Thus ~°(lcfEOL) _C ~(IcfEDt0L) and ~°(cfEOL) C ~(cfEDt0L)  
and consequently (iii) holds. | 
As far as the role of erasing productions in lcfEOL systems is concerned we 
have the following results. 
THEOREM III.6. ~q~(cfEPOL) = 5F(cfEOL) and ~(lcfEPOL) -- o~a(lcfEOL). 
Proof. Obvious modification of the classical proof of the result ~-F(EOL) 
~q~(EPOL) (see, e.g., Rozenberg and Salomaa (1980)). | 
COROLLARY III.1. ~¢(efEPDt0L) = ~(cfEOL) and ~(lcfEPDt0L) = 
~q~(lcfEOL). 
Pro@ From Theorem III.5, Theorem III.6 and their proofs. | 
To put the previous theorem in the proper perspective it is natural at this 
place to consider cfEOL and lcfEOL systems where one also allows erasing for 
terminal etters. We add A to the name specifying the qualification of a system 
to denote that we allow erasing also for terminal etters. Thus a AcfEOL system 
(AlcfEOL system respectively) differs from a cfEOL system (lcfEOL system 
respectively) only in that a production of the form a ~ A, where a is a terminal 
symbol, is allowed. (Hence the classes of desynchronized E0L systems and 
AlcfEOL systems coincide.) It turns out that erasing of terminals cannot be 
eliminated without restricting the language generating power of the underlying 
systems. 
THEOREM iII.7. £¢(AcfEOL)\~(lcfEOL) va ~. 
Proof. Consider the AcfEOL system G = ({S, T, A, ¢, a, b}, h, S, {¢, a, b}) 
with 
h(S) = {a 2, Cb, ¢T¢), h(T) = {a, A°-}, h(A) = {A 2, ab), h(a) = {A}, h(b) = {b) 
and 
h(¢) = {¢}. 
Notice that 
(i) every nonempty word of L(G) is either a ~ or Cb or it is of the form 
¢w¢, where w ~ {a, b}*, and 
(ii) L(G) n ¢(ab)*¢ = {¢(ab)2"¢ [ n >/I}. 
The fact that L(G) ~ ~°(lcfEOL) is proved by a contradiction as follows. 
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Assume that G 1 = (271 , h x , $1, /11) is an lcfEOL system that generates L(G). 










¢ ~ alph xy; otherwise ¢(ab)~¢ ~a l  w, where w contains at least four 
Since x ~ E hl(a~), (i) and (iii) imply that x = a. 
If u ~ h~(¢), then uy c h~(¢b). Then (i) implies that we have two cases 
u = ¢ and y = b; then, however, L(G) ~ ~(CF) ,  which contra- 
u = a and y = a; then, however, a 4 ~ hl(¢b~¢), which contradicts 
THEOREM Ill.8. Let G = (•, h, S, z]) be a AlcfEOL system (respectively 
AcfEOL system) such that if a e ~ and A ~ h(a) then h(a) contains also a nonempty 
terminal word. Then L( G) ~ ~(lcfEOL) (c ~C~(cfEOL) respectively). 
Proof. Given a system as stated above, first construct aterminal deterministic 
equivalent system as in the proof of Theorem III.5. The care must be taken that 
Xa 4: A for every a ~ 4. Thus L(G) e ~(lcfEDt0L) = ~(lcfEOL) (L(G) 
~CP(cfEDt0L) = ~(cfEOL) respectively). | 
We turn now to the combinatorial structure of cfEOL languages. As we have 
pointed out already ogC(cfEOL) strictly contains XC(CF) (Theorem 111.3) while 
~(c fEOL)  is identical to ~.~¢Y(CF) (Theorem Ill.4). Also, as shown in Maurer 
et al. (1978b) languages in ~(cfEOL) provide a very simple representation of
languages in ~ZP(EOL): 
THEOREM Ill.9. E(~CW(cfEOL)) ~ ~a(EOL). i 
In view of the above it is interesting to notice that languages in LCP(cfEOL) 
posses a certain "pumping property" expressed by the following result. 
THEOREM III.10. Let K be a cfEOL language. There exists a positive integer 
q such that for every z e K with I z I ~ q there exists a coding g such that the 
following conditions hold. 
(i) z=uvwxy,  where]vx] > O, l uy ] > O, ] w [ > O and ] vwx [ <~ q, and 
(ii) there exists a coding g such that 
z,~ = gn(u) g~(v) g~-l(v)..,  g2(v)g(v) vwx g(x) g2(x)"" g'~-~(x) g'~(x) g~( y) ~ K 
for all n >~ 1. 
Proof. Obviously we can assume K to be infinite, otherwise the theorem is 
trivial. Let G = (Z, h, S, A) be a cfEPOL system generating K. Let t = #(z~\A), 
k = max r(G) and q = k *+1. Let z be as in the statement of the theorem. 
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(1) Consider a derivation of z in  G: D: S = x 0 ~a xl ~c  "'" ~c  x, = z. 
Consider i0 the greatest possible i >~ 0 such that there exists an ~ ~ alph xi and 
an occurrence ~' of ~ such that I ctr9,= S t >k~; denote ca, ---- ctre.x~oO(. Clearly 
such an ~ exists and ~ is a nonterminal. This gives us the situation shown in Fig. 1, 
where the subtree rooted at a' is denoted by T~,. Observe that I ctrD,=ioCd t ~ q 
(otherwise there must be a direct descendant/3 of ~' such that I ctrD,x~o+lfi l > k~, 
this, however, contradicts the maximality of i0). 
(2) Consider now in T~, all paths leading from the root to a leaf. T~" has now 
the following property: there must be a path such that the same nonterminal, 
A say, occurs twice (at kevels fl and E2 ; i0 ~ E1 <. E2 < n say) in such a way that 
an occurrence of A at level fl derives at level E2 a word longer than one, contain- 
ing A. To see that T~, has this property, let us assume the contrary. Thus in 
every path of T~. there are either no repetitions or if there is a repetition, of the 
letter/3 say, then it is the case that the path leading from fi to fi is a chain. Then 
clearly ] ca' ] ~< k ~, a contradiction. The situation is illustrated by Fig. 2. 
The following relations clearly hold: 
Ivxwl ~q, lvxl >0, Iwl >0, luyl >0. 
FICURE 1 
×r3= Z 
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x”: L 
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FIGURE 2 
(3) Consider now A and m, = 8.. - 81, ma = n - t$ (wz, , m2 > 1). By 
choosing for every a E A, a fixed x, E h(a), we define the coding g, . Let now 
g = gyl. By “pumping” we get the desired result as illustrated by fig. 3. g 
We will now use the previous theorem to derive a pumping result for cfEOL 
languages which is less “technical” then Theorem 111.10 and therefore perhaps 
more useful for direct applications. First we need some definitions. 
DEFINITION. Let s be a nonnegative integer and f a function from A * into A *. 
f is called s-multiplying if for all w E A*, j f (w)] = s. j w I. 
f is called s-bounded if / f(w)/ < s. / w 1 for all w E A*. 
COROLLARY 111.2. Let K be a cfEOL language such that KC A*. Then there 
exists a positive integer q such that fey every z E K with 1 z j > q there existfunctions 
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fi , fi f; , f, from A* into A*, a coding f3 from A into A, nonnegative integers P; s and 
words u, v, w, x, y over A* such that 
n 
(9 fi(v)fi(4 f fl and I vwx I < 4, 
(ii) fl , f, r-bounded and fi , f2 s-multiplying, 
(iii) z = uvwxy, and 
(3 b-2 2 1 T f&)(fd4)n fi(v)vwx J”;(4(&))” f3( 39 E K. 
Proof. We use the notation from the statement of Theorem 111.10. Consider 
p’ > 0 (threshold) and q’ > 0 (period) such that for all a E A, gp’+f(a) = 
P’+f+f@(a) (8 > 0, f > 0). Let f3 = gP’+@, fl(X) = g*‘(X) g”‘-‘(S) *** g”(X) g(f), 
and f,(s) = g@+l(g)g”‘+*(%) ..* g~‘+~‘-l(~)g~‘+@(~) for x E A*. For r = p’ and 
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s = $, fi , jr are r-bounded and fi , f, are s-multiplying. The corollary follows 
now immediately from Theo’rem 111.10. fl 
The following is a direct application of the above corollary. 
EXAMPLE 111.1. 
K = {WI * w2 * w3 1 I WI / = j wa j = 1 wa 1 and wr, wa, wa E (0, l>*> $9(cfEOL). 
It is proved by contradiction as follows. Assume that KE 9(cfEOL). Let 
,a = w1 * we x wa be a word from K long enough. Applying Corollary 111.2, z 
can be written as uvwxy and can be “pumped. ” We carry over the notation from 
the statement of Corollary 111.2. 
(i) Clearly neither fi(v) nor fa( ) x can contain the symbol *. Assume with- 
out loss of generality that f2(a) # A. 
(ii) Since jfa(u)I = I u j, (i) implies that * # alp/z f:(u). 
1 
(iii) Because Ifi vwx fi(x)i < (Y + 1) q, there can be at most one 
occurrence of * in fi(v) vwxjl(x). 
Parts (i), (ii) and (iii) imply that * E a2phf,( y); this, however, yields a contra- 
diction independently whether fa(x) # /l or fi(x) = A. 
We end this section by considering closure properties of Z(cfEOL) and 
.ZF(lcfEOL). 




(iv) inverse homomorphism, 
(v) intersection with a regular set, 
there exists a cfEOL language, or cfEOL languages, if the operation is binary, such 
that the application of the given operation to the given language OY languages 
produces a language which is not a 1cfEOL language. 
Proof. (i) We consider the following two cfEOL systems: 
G = (6% , 4 8, a, b), 4 , sl , (4, a, b>> 
with h,(S,) = {&4}, h,(A) = {A2, a}, h,(a) = {b}, 
h,(b) = {b), h,(B) = MY 
643/46/2-6 
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and 
G, = (6% , A, $3 a, 4, 4, S, > {$, a, 4) 
with h,(Sa) = {$3AA), h,(A) = {A3, a}, h,(u) = (cl, 
h,(c) = {cl and h2($) = 0% 
Notice that 
(i. 1) every word of L(G,) equals &‘w with alph w _C (a, b} and every word 
of L(G,) equals $3w’ with dph w’ C (a, c}, 
(i.2) L(G,) n &z* = (t2az” j r 2 O> andL(Ga) n $%* = {$3u3m 1 n > O}. 
The fact thatL(G,) u L(G,) $ dp(lcfEOL) is p roved by contradiction as follows. 
Assume that G = (Z, h, S, d) is a 1cfEOL system generating L(Gr) u L(G,). 
(i.3) If XE h(a), y 6 h(b) and x E h(c), then ulph xyz n (4, $> = 4; 
otherwise words with arbitrary many (‘s or $‘s could be derived. 
(i.4) Parts (i.1) and (i.3) yield immediately that h(d) = (4) and h($) = 
($}. Consider x E h(u). 
(i.5) dph x n {b, c} = 4; th o erwise words /2w with c E ulph VJ or words 
$3~' with b E dph w’ could be derived which contradicts (i.1). 
(i.6) Part (i.5) implies x E a+, moreover (i.2) implies x = & = u3” for 
some k, 8 > 0. The only possibility is x = a, then however by taking G = 
(2, h, S, {a, 4, $)), L(G) = {#2uL” 1 n 3 0) u (4s3u3% 1 n > 0} must be context 
free, a contradiction. 
(ii) Let Gr and G2 be as in (i). 
Notice that L(G,) .L(G,) n f2u*$3u* = (&2uan$3u3m [ n, m > 0). 
The fact that L(G,) . L(G,) $ Z(lcfEOL) is proved by contradiction analogously 
to (i). 
(iii) Let G3 = ((2, S, , S2 , A, B, 4, $, a, a’, 4 4, h3, 2, (6 8, a, a’, 6 4) 
with 
k(Z) = 14, S2h h&U = Q24, U%) = B3Bh 
h,(A) = (A”, a), h.,(B) = {B3, a’}, 
h,(a) = {$:, h,(46) = {IT>, h&) = W, h&‘) = @I, 
W4 = UG and MC) = {c>. 
Let g be the coding defined by g(u’) = a and g(e) = e for e B (4, $, a, b, c}. 
That g(L(GJ) = L( GJ U L(G,) . 1s not an 1cfEOL language is shown along the 
lines of (i). 
(iv) Let G4 = ( (S, a, b}, h, , S, (a, b}) with h&S) = (S2, a}, h(a) = (6 
and h,(b) = (6). Define the homomorphism h: {a, b)* -+ {a>* by h(u) = a and 
h(b) = /l. Then &-r(L(G,)) = {X E {a, b)* 1 h(x) EL(G,)} = {X E {a, b}* 1 #a~ = 
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2” for some n > 0} which is not an EOL language (see, e.g., Ehrenfeucht and 
Rozenberg (1975)). 
(v) Follows from Theorem III.3 and Theorem 111.9. 1 




is a strict subclass of P(EOL). 
Proof. It is a well-known fact that P(EOL) is closed under both, union and 
catenation. 
Therefore the closure of Z(lcfEOL) under union (catenation respectively) is a 
subclass of JZ(EOL). 
(i) We prove that the EOL language K = {a%2n 1 n > I} does not equal a 
finite union of 1cfEOL languages. This fact is proved by contradiction as follows. 
Assume that K = lJ,“=, Ki for some m 3 1, where all Ki are nonempty 1cfEOL 
languages, generated by 1cfEOL systems G, = (.& , hi , Si , OJ. Consider an 
arbitrary i, 1 < i < m. 
(i.1) If x E hi(a) (y E hi(b) respectively), then clearly x E a+ ( y E b+ 
respectively). Thus let x = ak and y = b” for some k, & > 1. 
(i.2) Let &‘bzP be an element of Ki . a+52’~z E hi(apb2”) and a~~keb”“*~2 E 
h~(aW’). 
From (i.2) and from the form of K we get the following relations: 
(i.3) 2D.k = 2~ a [, 2P.k’ = 29 . &3. 
But (i.3) can be satisfied only if k = 6 = 1, in which case Ki is a context free 
language. Since the above reasoning is independent of i and since P(CF) is 
closed under union, K must be context free, a contradiction. 
(ii) We prove that the EOL language K’ = KU {a, 6) does not equal the 
catenation of a finite number of 1cfEOL languages. This is proved by contradic- 
tion as follows. 
Notice that 
(ii.1) K’ $ dP(lcfEOL) as can easily be proved along the lines of the proof 
of (i). Assume now K’ = Ml . M2.” . Mk for some k > 1, where each of the 
Mi’s (1 < i < k) are nonempty 1cfEOL languages different from {A}. Because of 
(ii.1) we even can assume that k > 2. Now K’ = (Ml . Mz . ... . M,-,) . Mk . 
Clearly aEMl*M2**.* * M+, since a E Mk would imply xa E K’, where 
x E (a, b}+. With a similar argument b E MI, . Then however ab E K’, a contra- 
diction. 1 
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THEOREM 111.13. Both ~W(cfEOL) and Ga(lcfEOL) are closed under the + and 
, operations. 
Proof. Let G = (27, h, S, A) be a lcfEOL (respectively cfEOL system) such 
that for all ~ ~ 27, S 6 h(~) (clearly this is no restriction). 
Let (~ = (Z u {Z},/~, Z, A) with /~(Z) -~ {S, SZ}, /~(S) = {S} u h(S) and 
//(~) ~ h(~) otherwise. 
Clearly G is of the same type as G and L(G) = L(G)) +. To get (L(G))* just 
add A to//(Z). | 
IV. COORDINATED E0L SYSTEMS 
In this section we return to the coordination mechanism of language definition 
and study it in more detail. Let us recall that the mechanism of coordination 
resulted by abstracting an essential feature of successful derivations in syn- 
chronized E0L systems. 
First of all we have the following basic undecidability result. 
THEOREM IV.1. It is undecidable whether L(G) = Lc(G) for an arbitrary 
cfEOL system G. 
Proof. The proof goes by a reduction to Post correspondence problem 
(abbreviated PCP). Let d be an alphabet containing at least two letters and let 
K = @1 .... , c~), L = (/31 .... ,/3~) be an instance of PCP over 2. 
Let Hrc,L = ({S, A, B, C, F, G, *, ¢} u A, h, S, A U {% ¢}) where 
{S, A, B, C, F, G, , ,  ¢} n A = ~ and h(S) = {¢, , ,  G} w {aAa I a ~ A} u 
{aBb I a, b ~ A and a Cb},h(A)  = {aAa [ a ~ A} u {aBb l a, b ~ A a ¢ b} u 
{aC la~A}u{Fa la6A},h(B)  = {aB la~A} u {Ba]a~A} tJ {.}, h(C) = 
{aC ] a ~ A} U {,}, h(F) -h- {Fa [ a ~ A} u {.}, h(,) = {,}, h(a) -~ {a} for every 
a E A, h(a) = {~G/~ I 1 <~ i <~ n} w {¢} and h(¢) = {,}. 
It  is easily seen that 
L~(HK,L) = {w * a I w, u ~ A+, w ~ u) w (¢, . )  w (wCa I w = %% ... %,  
u =/3q/3~ "'"/3,:~ for some k >/ 1} 
and 
L(HIc,Z) = Lc(HK, L) u {w * a ] w = c%o% ... c~ik , 
U = f l i l f l i 2  "'" f l i i  for some k ~ 1}. 
Obviously L(HK,L) = L~(HK,L) if and only if the given instance of PCP has no 
solution. II 
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A natural strengthening of the basic feature of coordination is to require that 
a successful derivation is such that in its derivation tree at least one path (except 
for its leaf) is labelled by nonterminal symbols only. This leads us to the follow- 
ing definition. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (27, h, S, A) be an E0L system. The strongly coordi- 
nated language of G, denoted by Lse(G), is defined by 
Lse(G) = {x eL(G)[ x has a derivation tree a path of which, with 
the exception of a leaf, is labelled by nonterminal symbols only}. 
This strengthening of the coordination mechanism weakens the language 
generative power when applied to the class of E0L systems as demonstrated by 
the following result. 
THEOREM IV.2. ~sc(EOL) = ~(EOL). 
Proof. (1) The inclusion ~(EOL)_C ~se(EOL) follows from the fact that 
every E0L language can be generated by a synchronized E0L system. 
(2) To prove the converse inclusion, let G = (2, h, S, A) be an E0L system. 
Define the E0L system G 1 = (Z 1 , h l , S,/11) as follows. 
(2.1) 2={~I~eZ}v{A},A ={al~e/1}w{/i), 2:n2=¢, Zl =Zu2 
and/11 = A W zT. 
(2.2) For a ~ Z, hl(a ) = h(a). For x e Z*, define Z~ as follows. I f  x = A, 
then Zx = {ZI}. I f  x = a I "" a n with ~1 , ' " ,  O~n @ z~ (n )  1) then 
Z z = {~1o~2o~3 ... an ,  a1~2o~3~4 "'" a . . . . . .  °~la2 "'" a'n-l(~'n} • 
For  o~ ~ St / [ ,  h l (~  ) = Ucceh(a) Zx ,  fo r  o~ ~/ [ ,  hl((~ ) = h(o~) and  hl(zT ) = {A}. 
Obviously Lse(G) = g(L(G) n (A k) A)*A(A t_) zJ)*), where g: A k) z]--~ A is 
the weak coding defined by g(a) = g(&) = a if a ~ A and g(A) = A. 
Since E0L languages are closed under intersection with regular sets and under 
homomorphisms L e(G) is an E0L language. Consequently ~sc(EOL) _C Se(EOL) 
holds. | 
We return now to the study of the coordination mechanism of language 
definition; in particular we will study its application to lcfEOL systems. First 
of all we locate the position of ~ac(lcfEOL) with respect o ~e(EOL) (the reader 
should compare the following result with Theorem II.2). 
LEMMA IV.1. ~%°c(lcfEOL ) __ ~q~(EOL). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem IV.2 and the fact that if G is 
an lefEOL system thenLc(G) = Lso(G). | 
643/4612-7 
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The following result allows us to construct exampIes of languages not in 
~°e(cfEOL). 
LEMMA IV.2. ~e(c fEOL)  = ~SP(CF). 
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem III.4. | 
EXAMPLE IV.1. {a 2" I n >~ 1} 6 ~¢e(cfEOL). 
This is an immediate corollary of the above result. 
The following two results are somewhat technical; they can be considered as 
the "minimal alphabet" normal forms for languages in ~-We(EOL), ~e(lcfEOL) 
and ~e(cfEOL). In fact Lemmas IV.3 and IV.4 say that there is no need of 
pseudoterminals (i.e., terminals not occurring in any word of the language) 
for generating languages in ~e(EOL) and that the use of pseudoterminals may be 
restricted for generating languages i-n ~e(cfEOL)u &°e(lcfEOL ) in  a. certain 
sense (see Ainhirn (1979)). 
LEMMA IV:3. Let  Kd~e(EOL) ,  KCA* .  There exists an E0L system 
a = (Z, h, S, A) such that K = Le(a). 
Proof. Let Ga = (2:~, hi,  $1, Aa) be an E0L system such that Le(G~) 
K: If  A 1 ~ A there is~ nothing' eo pro.~e:. Assume now that A C A1 • Let G~ = 
(Z'I, hi ,  S1, A). Obviously Le(G2)D_Le(G1). The converse inclusion also holds 
andis shown as follows. 
Let w ~Le(G2). I f  there exists a derivation D of w in G z such that y ~ AI* for 
every y in itrace D, then w ~Le(G1). 
I f  there is no such derivation~ vce derive a contradiction. Consider an arbitrary 
derivation D of w in G 2 such that y ~ A* for every y in itrace D. Then there 
exists a first element z of itrace D such that z ~ AI*. This implies z ~ Le(G1), 
Since.z ~ A*, this contradicts the fact that Le(G1) C_ IA*. | 
LEMMA IV.4. Let K ~ ~e(cfEOL) (K ~ 5ee(IcfEOL) respectively) and K C_ A*, 
then there exists a cfEOL (respectively cfEOL system) G ~- (27, h, S, E) such that 
Le(G) = K and moreover E = alph h*(a 1 "" an) if A ~- {al ..... an}. 
Proof. Let K be as in the statement of the lemma. Let G 1 ~- (271, hi,  $1 ~, Aa) 
be an IcfEOL system with Le(G1) = 1<2. 
Define Gz = (Z'~,/~, $1, A2) to be an lefEOL system where 
(i) A 2 = alph h*l(al"'" a.) if A = {a 1 .... , an}. / i  = {d p a E Ai\A2}, X 1 n 
A = ¢ and Z' 2 = (Z'I\A1) U zT U A 2 . 
(ii) With any x ~ 2"  we associate a string 2 in Z'2* as follows. If x = A, 
then 2=A.  I f  x=a 1 . . .o  n with a 1;. . . ,a nC271 then ~- f ia ' " f ln ,  where 
fit = &~ if ~i is in /II\A 2 and fit • ~¢ if ds is not in AI\A 2 . Then for. a ~ ZI\A1, 
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he(~ ) ={e lxch l (~) ) ,  for x~Ax\Ae ,he(a  ) ={2[x~hl (~)}  , and for ~A~,  
hz(~ ) = h~(~). Obviously Ge is an lcfEOL system and Le(Ga) = Le(Ge) is shown 
as in the proof of Lemma IV.3. Moreover if G x is cfEOL then G e is cfEOL. By 
setting G = Ge the lemma holds, | 
We move now to the study of the role of erasing in lcfEOL system under the 
coordination mechanism of language definition. 
THEOREM IV.3. ~°e(cfEPOL) = ~q~c(cfEOL) and ~c(lcfEPOL) = ~e(lcfEOL). 
Proof. Inclusions ~c°6(cfEPOL) C ~q°e(cfEOL ) and ~q°c(lcfEPOL) _C ~L,°c(lcfEOL) 
follow from the definitions. To prove the converse inclusions let G be a cfEOL 
system (lcfEOL system respectively). Construct a cfEPOL (respectively cfEPOL) 
system G 1 as in the proof of Theorem III.6. It can easily be verified that 
Le(G)=Le(G1).  I 
The pumping result expressed by Theorem III .10 is too strong for 
languages in ~Lf(lcfEOL) k) ~We(lcfEOL ) since it implies the existence of an infinite 
arithmetic progression in the length set of an infinite language from this class 
whereas {a e~ ] n ~ 1} ~ ~z°(lcfEOL). We state now a "weak pumping" result for 
languages from ~°e(lcfEOL)analoguous to Theorem III.10. Still using it we will 
be able to get examples of languages not in ~ae(lcfEOL) (see the proof of Theorem 
IV.5). 
T~EOREM IV.4. Let K be a coordinated lefEOL language, K C_ A*. Then 
there exists a positive integer q such that for every z e K with [ z [ > q there exists a 
A-free homomorphism h with ] h(a)l < q for all a ~d such that the following 
conditions hold: 
(i) z =~, uvwxy, where [ vwx ] <~ q and [ w [ > O, and 
( i i )  ~ _ h~(u) h~(v) hn-~(v) ... h~(v) h(~) vwx h(x) h~(x) . .  h~-~(x) h~(x) 
h*~( y) e K for all n ~ 1. 
Proof: Obviously we can assume K to be infinite otherwise the lemma is 
trivial. Let G = (27,/~, S, A) be an lcfEPOL system with Le(G) = K. 
(Theorem IV.3 guarantees the existence of such a system.) Let ~-= max r(G), 
let t = #(Z\A)  and let q = #+~. Let z be as in the statement of the 1emma. 
Consider D: S=x 0~ax l~c ' ' ' x~_ l  ~ax~ = z, a derivation of z in G 
such that x i contains at least one nonterminal for 0 ~< i < n. Consider a 
nonterminal in x~_ 1 and follow its path to the root. Since n >~ t + 2, there must 
be a least two occurrences of the same nonterminal, A say, among the first 
t + 1 nodes starting from x,_ 1 , at level i andj  say, where i < j .  Let m =j  -- i. 
The situation is welt illustrated by Fig. 4. 
Obviously [ vwx ] <~q and ] w ] > 0. 
By choosing for every a ~ A, a fixed x a c ~(a) we define the A-free homo- 
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u v w x y 
FIGURE 4 
morphism h i . Let h = hi m, then by "pumping" we get the desired result. 
Furthermore since m -~< t we have ] h(a)[ < q for all a ~ A. | 
I f  one allows erasing also for terminal letters in AlcfEOL systems then one gets 
languages which cannot be generated by lcfEOL systems even under the coordina- 
tion mechanism. 
THEOREM IV.5. oL~e(AlcfEOL)\oL~ec(lcfEOL) :fi ¢. 
Proof. Let K = ((cbc)~"(aba)~"(cbc)e" I n >/0). 
(i) To see that K E ~(AlcfEOL)consider  the AlcfEOL system G 
({S, a, b, c}, h, S, {a, b, c}) with h(S) = {cbcabacbc}, h(c) = {cbc}, h(a) = {aba} 
and h(b) = {A}. Obviously L(G) = K. 
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(ii) That K 6 ~e(lcfEOL) we prove by contradiction as follows. Assume 
that G = (27, ]z, S, A) is an lcfEOL system such that Lc(G) = K. Let z E K 
satisfy the assumptions of Theorem IV.4; we carry over all notations used there. 
Let s = qe+ 7q and choose z = (cbc)2~(aba)2~(cbc) 2~ such that 2n> s. By 
Theorem IV.4, ] h(~)[ < q for all ~ e {a, b, c} = A. z = uvwxy. 
Consider w' = ala2aavwxblb2b a the subword of z containing vwx and such that 
ai,  bi ~ A k3 {A} (i = 1, 2, 3). Moreover if a~. = A then ak = A for k ~<j and all 
bi are nonempty (symmetrically if bj = A then b~ ~ A for j ~< k and all ai are 
nonempty). Observe that in all cases b e alph ala2aablb2b a . 
(1) Let c ~ alph h(b) then since ] h(ala2a~v)vwxh(xblb~b~) ] < (6 + q). q + q = 
s and since the distance between two b's in z equals tWO, it follows that in 
zl ~-- h(u)h(v)vwx h(x) h(y)  the length Of every subword that contains only a's 
and b's is bounded by s. Since 2 n > s we get a contradiction. 
(2) If  a ~ alph h(b), we get a contradiction considering every subword of zl 
that contains only b's and c's. 
Since in every word of K every two b's are separated by other symbols, (1) 
and (2) imply h(b) = {b}. 
(3) a ~ alph h(c) is obviously impossible considering either the beginning or 
the ending of z 1 . 
(4) c ~ alph h(a) can also not happen since this bounds the length of the part of 
z 1 containing only a!s and b's. 
Parts (3) and (4) imply, if x ~ h(a) then-x E {a, b} + and if x ~ h(c) then x ~ {b, c) +. 
(5) Since n is big enough bccb must be a subword of either uv or xy. The 
equality h(bccb)= bc(cbc)tcb for some t >/0 has as only solution h(c )= {c}. 
The same reasoning but starting from baab instead of bccb gives h(a) = {a}. 
Analyzing the proof of Theorem IV.4 we realize that there exists an : >/1 such 
that ~e(abc) ={abc}. This implies :ix'] = i for any x' ~/~(@ c~ ~ A. Applying 
the construction given in the proof of Lemma IV.4 we realize that K is the coordi- 
nated language of a cfEOL system. Then, however, Lemma IV.2 gives us the 
desired contradiction. 
Together with Lemma IV.1 the above theorem yields the following result. 
COROLLARY IVA. ofe(lcfEOL) C ~°(EOL). | 
As we have seen in Section I I  (Theorem 11.2) the coordination mechanism 
applied to E0L systems yields languages that are even not ETOL languages. In 
view of this result it is instructive to see that the coordination mechanism 
applied to EDTOL systems yields only EDTOL languages. 
THEOREM IV.6. ~e(EDTOL) = ~C°(EDTOL). 
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Proof. The inclusion ~(EDTOL)  _C oWe(EDTOL) Can be proved in a manner 
similar to that in Theorem II.2, point (ii). 
The converse inclusion is proved as follows. Let G = (2J, H, S, A) be an 
EDTOL system. We define the EDTOL system G = (Z, H, S, A) as follows. 
(i) Let Z = {a[X] I a c 27 and ~ =/= X _C 27} u A and S = S[S]. 
(ii) Let, for every h in H, h be the homomorphlsm on Z*  defined as 
followS. 
(ii.1) I f  X = {a~ .... , (~n}:, X ("'1 (27\/I) 7/= $~ h(o6) =/~1 ""  /~'m, m ~ 1, 
then h(a[X]) = [31[alph (o~.., otn)][32[alph h(o/1 --. an)] "" fi,~[alph (cq'" an)] if 
m ~ i, otherwise//(niX]) = A. 
(ii.2) I f  X = {~1 .... , an} and X ~ (27\A) = q~, then h(a[X]) = ~. 
(ii.3) If  a ~ A then//(a) = ~. 
Finally let H = {/i t h a H}. 
Obviously Le(G) =L(G) .  Consequently ~e(EDTOL) _C ~(EDTOL)  and thus 
the theorem holds. I 
V. THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS DIAGRAM 
In this section we will establish the interrelationship diagram between various 
families of languages considered in this paper. Quite a number of results needed 
for such a diagram were established already in previous ections, the rest will be 
proved now. 
LEMra_~ V.1. ~(cfEOL) C .~ee(cfEOL ) and ~(lcfEOL)_C ~e(lcfEOL). 
Proof. Analoguous to the proof of  Theorem II.2. I 
LEMMA V.2. (~-¢e(cfEOL) n £¢(lcfEOL))\~a(cfEOL) =/= ~. 
Proof. Consider the cfEOL system G = ({S, a, b}, S, h, {a, b}) with 
h(S) = {S 2, a}, h(a) = {b} and h(b) = {b}. 
Consider also the lcfEOL system fa r = ({$1, S, Sa, A, B, a, b}, $1, g, {a, b}) 
with g(Sx) = {S, a}, g(S) = {S 2, SSa, SetS, A2}, g(Sa) = {B}, g(A) = {a}, 
g(B) = {b}, g(a) = {a~'}, g(b) = {b}. 
(1) ObviouslyL(H) n a* = Le(G) n a*. 
(2) Let w ~Le(G) and w q~ a*. Consider a derivation tree of w in G such that 
at each intermediate l vel at least one nonterminal is present. We change this 
tree using the following rules: 
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(2.1) all chains 
after finishing (2.1), 
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S by A A ; 
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on the top. 
In this way we get a derivation tree of w in H, thus w ~ L(H). 





Change this tree using the following rules: 
(3.1) all chains 





b are replaced by b; 
I I 
b b 
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(3•2) all subtrees 




























from the top. 
Obviously the resulting derivation tree is one of G and since at least one subtree 
as described under (3.2) must be there, it is the case that at every intermediate 
level occurs a nonterminal, thus w ~Lc(G ). Parts (1)-(3) demonstrate Le(G)  = 
L (H) .  Denote this language K. Thus we have already proved K E (~c(cfEOL) n 
~qV(IcfEOL)). The fact that K ~ ~q°(cfEOL) is proved by contradiction. Assume 
there exists a cfEOL system G 1 = (Z'I, hi ,  $1, A1) with L(G1) = K .  
Observe that a 2 is the only word of length two in K, thus 
(i) hl(a ) = {a}. 
I f  we look at the possible elements of hi(b), three cases are possible• 
(ii.1) c E hl(b ) for a c 6 {a, b}, obviously this is impossible. 
(ii.2) a ~ h~(b) but then b 3 ~ hi(ha2), a contradiction• 
(ii.3) b ~ h~(b); this together with (i) would imply K to be context free, 
a contradiction. | 
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LEMMA V.3. ~¢e(cfEOL)\&°(lcfEOL) ~ ¢. 
Proof. Consider the cfEOL system G ~ ({S, C, a, b}, h, S, {a, b}) with 
h(S) ~- {a 2, b 2, bC}, h(C) ~ {C ~, a2}, h(a) = {b} and h(b) = {b}. Let K = Le(U). 
First we make the following observations. 
(i) K contains only two words of even length (a 2 and 32) and all words of 
odd length start with b. 
(ii) K c~ ba* = {ba ~1n >~1}. 
The fact that K 6 ~(lcfEOL) is proved by contradiction as follows. Assume 
that there exists an lcfEOL system G 1 = (~'1, hi ,  $1,21)  with L(G1) = K. 
(iii) Let x ~ hl(a ) and y ~ hl(b ). Then x 2 ~ hl(a ~) and y~ ~ h~(6~-). Because 
of (i) we have 
Ix] = ly [= l .  
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(iv) b e hl(a ) cannot happen, it contradicts (i), thus hi(b) = {b}. 
(v) Now two cases are possible. 
(v.1) a ~ hi(a); this however together with (iv) would imply that K is 
context free which contradicts (ii). 
(v.2) b E hi(a); but then b 3 ~ hi(ha2), a contradiction. | 
LEMMA V.4. ~c(lcfEOL)/(~(lcfEOL) ~3 Aec(cfEOL)) ¢ ¢. 
Proof. Consider the lcfEOL system G -~ ({S, A, a, b), S, h, {a, b)) with 
h(S) = {Ab}, h(A) -~ {Aa, a}, h(a) -= {a}, h(b) = {bb}. Obviously L(G)= 
{a'*b ~ [ n ~ 1}. That L(G) ~ Sec(cfEOL) is a consequence of Lemma IV.2 and 
that L(G)~ S~(lcfEOL) was already proved in Theorem III.12. | 
THEOREM V. 1. Figure 5 holds, where, if  there is a directed chain of edges in the 
diagram leading from a class X to a class Y, then X C Y; otherwise X and Y are 
incomparable but not disjoint. 
Proof. Inclusions follow from the definitions and Lemma V.1; strict inclu- 
sions follow from Theorems II .2 and III.3, Lemma IV.2, Corollary IV.1 and 
Lemmas V.2-V.5. | 
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